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Augmented Reality (AR) allows us to enhance our perception of the real world by overlaying 
artificial objects or information. The AR Technology has been recently applied to commercial products 
such as game applications and car navigation systems. However most of the applied systems just 
superimpose virtual objects or animations on real images captured by a camera. This paper proposes a 
new 3D CAD system that can easily and effectively generate parts of arbitrary virtual objects with a 
digital pen and operate and assemble them intuitively by using AR technology. 




















































(a) Drawing (b) Assembling 









































本稿では，AR 技術を利用したペン入力型の 3D オブジ
ェクト生成システムを提案した．本システムにより，お
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(a) A Set of Vertices (b) A Contour 
Fig.2 Drawing of a Contour Line 
 
 
(a) Two Contour Lines (b) Pairings of Vertices 
Fig.3 Mesh Generation of Side Faces 
 
 
Fig.4 Generation of a Quadric Polygon 
Fig.6 Moving of an Object on the “Move” Marker 
Fig.7 Examples of Generated 3D Objects 
Fig.5 Generation of Side Faces 
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